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Mathematical Representation of Words, Sentences

• Similar words must be mapped to similar embeddings  
• Compositionality linear quality

𝑤 coffee + 𝑤(cup) ≈ 𝑤(coffee cup)
• Polysemy            non-linear quality

bank:   financial bank  vs.  river bank

Adding polysemy often destroys compositionality

Research question:
How to incorporate linearity and non-linearity quality?  

Embeddings in a spaceImportant basis of 
machine learning for 
natural language processing Typically a  linear vector space

Word2Vec,  BERT
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Comparison with Previous Work 𝐷:  dimension of representation
𝐾:  max number of polysemy
𝐿:  number of neural layers



FIRE：Representation of Words in a Functional Space

location  function
𝑤! = [𝜇! , 𝑓!(𝑠)]

measure  neural network   𝑆 → ℝ

“bank”  𝑓!"#$ 𝑠 and 𝑠!"#$

𝜇% ≡ 𝛿(𝑠%) 𝑠$ is the location of
word 𝑤$

𝑠 ∈ 𝑆
A space

Representing word    context
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sim 𝑤% , 𝑤& ≡ ∫ 𝑓% d𝜇& + ∫ 𝑓&d𝜇%Similarity function

The interaction of 𝑤% in the context of 𝑤$

Compositionality:  Addition of 𝑓(𝑠)
Polysemy:            Shape of 𝑓(𝑠) +  number of locations 𝐾

∫ 𝑓&d𝜇% = 𝑓&(𝑠%)



Simple and Natural Extentions
• Polysemy  by 𝐾 locations per word

• Sentence Representation

𝛾! :  weights (we use SIF)

𝑚(#) :  weights (acquired by training)

𝛾! :  weights (we use SIF)



Implementation of FIRE via Skipgram

𝑤% positive samples :   Words that co-occur with 𝑤!
𝑤& negative samples :  Words that do not co-occur with 𝑤!

𝑤% = [𝜇% , 𝑓%(𝑠)] train 𝑓% (𝑠%) and 𝑠% for every 𝑤%
location  function

We used MLPlanar 

𝜎 : soft-plus function. 



Evaluation of FIRE
1. Word similarity benchmarks:  FIRE competes well with SOTA
2. Sentence similarity benchmarks:  less than BERT, compete with Word2Vec
3. Polysemy / monosemy classification

“bank”
polysemy

“rock”
polysemy

“glacier”
monosemy

2d-PCA classification of representation
Polysemy  :  two clouds
Monosemy: one cloud

Only FIRE could achieve this distinction

542 words ←  Wordnet dictionary
Classification:  “polysemy” vs. “monosemy”
Only FIRE achieved better than a chance level
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